ACROSS
1. Yellen of the Fed
6. Punk or indie, e.g.
10. Holey footwear
15. Enticement from the kitchen
16. Cooking initialism coined by Rachael Ray
17. Popular 1980s-90s legal drama
18. Attempt some arithmetic?
20. "SNL" alum Cheri
21. Pointer-and-thumb shape on your left hand
22. "Network" newscaster Howard
23. Cooks on a rotisserie
24. E-5s from the Mile High City?
26. Prisoner's dream
29. Crossword curmudgeon Parker
30. Third strategy
31. Award for "Underground Railroad Game"
33. R-rated
37. Stuff that makes a Cambridge school smell better?
41. Merit badge holder
42. Requirement
44. Donald Glover's "Star Wars" role
46. Product that kills 99.9% of viruses and bacteria
47. Yemen or Oman, financially?
50. Pagan god whom Wednesday was named after
51. "OITNB" star Prepon
52. Persia's largest city
53. Khan of Timur
54. "Beverly Hills, 90210" star
55. "This purchase may have problems"
56. "SNL" alum Cheri
59. Hitting sound
60. Wine specification

DOWN
1. Tease
2. ___ Sea (environmental tragedy of Kazakhstan)
3. Legendary Steelers coach Chuck
4. Pro at CPR
5. Sunbather's spot on a city roof, in slang
6. Make another backup of
7. Fertilized item
8. Promising one
9. Mayweather achievements
10. Product that kills 99.9% of viruses and bacteria
11. Boca ___
12. Soap acid
13. Monte ___
14. From Lucerne
15. "Star Wars" role
16. Turns a wheel
17. Director Kazan
18. Rower's muscles
19. Lyric form
20. Pickup feature
21. Fancy hairstyle
22. Some office hookups
23. Have kittens
24. Oscar winner Judi
25. Strong balanced hand opening
26. Burp
27. "OITNB" star Prepon
28. Pagan god whom Wednesday was named after
29. Squatter's muscle
30. Put in a serape
31. Some sexts
32. Soap acid
33. Strong balanced hand opening
34. Choose words
35. Ctrl-Z command
36. Fancy collar
37. Expand, as files
38. Flat land
39. Acquire shares of the pot?
40. Product that kills 99.9% of viruses and bacteria
41. Merit badge holder
42. Requirement
43. Donald Glover's "Star Wars" role
44. Product that kills 99.9% of viruses and bacteria
45. Comic Tracy
46. Prado hangings
47. "This purchase may have problems"
48. Choice words
49. Strong balanced hand opening
50. Burp
51. "OITNB" star Prepon
52. Pagan god whom Wednesday was named after
53. Khan of Timur
54. "Beverly Hills, 90210" star
55. "This purchase may have problems"
56. "SNL" alum Cheri
57. "This purchase may have problems"
58. Server's setback
59. Hitting sound
60. Wine specification